We study one-dimensional quantum systems whose S-operator conserves the incoming momenta and particle identities. A survey of systems with known S-operators and an approach for solving them rigorously are presented, and several problems and conjectures are formulated. Subsequently, this approach is used to arrive at relativistic dynamics whose S-operators are those of the Ising model in the scaling limit and of the Federbush model. An invariance property of the wave and scattering operators is discovered and argued to hold at the classical level, too.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study one-dimensional completely integrable quantum systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom from a mathematically rigorous point of view. The paper consists of two parts. The first part, Section 2, contains a survey of integrable systems with known S-matrices, and a general approach for solving them, based on constructing wave operators whose kernels are formal eigenfunctions of Bethe-Ansatz type. In the second part, Sections 3 and 4, these ideas are applied to integrable systems connected with pure transmission boundary conditions, resulting in particular in a relativistic dynamics leading to the S-matrices of the Federbush model and the Ising model in the scaling limit (references are given in the main text).
More specifically we restrict ourselves in this paper to systems for which a scattering operator exists. In Subsection 2A we present a definition of (complete) integrability for these systems that is much stronger than the one that is usually adopted. Subsection 2B contains a list of ten (classes of) models that have been shown or are believed to be integrable in this strong sense and for which explicit S-matrices are known or have been proposed. We divide these models into two categories. The first category, discussed in Subsection 2C, consists of models whose Hamiltonian is given as an (as a rule formal) operator on a Fock space. (The quantized nonlinear Schrijdinger equation can be regarded as a prototype.) For these models one can find formal eigenfunctions by a Bethe-Ansatz. The second category, discussed in Subsection 2D, consists of positive energy relativistic field theories. For these models neither the Hamiltonian nor the space on which it acts are explicitly given. (The O(3) nonlinear a-model can be regarded as a prototype.)
Models from the first category may be rigorously solved by using the formal incoming and outgoing Bethe eigenfunctions to construct two isometric operators Uand U+ related by U+S = U-, where S is the S-matrix for the model. These operators (referred to as Bethe transforms) can then be used to define the dynamics rigorously. Subsequently, one proves that the Bethe transforms are the wave operators for this dynamics.
For theories of the second category we argue in Subsection 2E that a similar Bethe transform solution may exist. We prove this for the Ising and Federbush models in Section 4. For these models we show that the operators U* and S are in fact the wave and scattering operators for a large class of dynamics. We reason in Subsection 2E that the same situation obtains not only for models of the first category, but also for the other field theories, provided they can be solved by the Bethe transform strategy outlined in that subsection. The class of dynamics would contain in particular the even conserved charges of these theories.
In Subsection 2F we show that the Bethe transforms U+ are quantum analogs of the inverse scattering transform in classical integrable field theories. We conjecture that these theories can be cast into a form that is exactly analogous to the approach we propose for quantum systems. We also conjecture that the resulting classical wave and scattering operators are shared by the infinite sequence of even conserved polynomial charges. We show that these conjectures are partly borne out by known results for special cases.
Section 2 ends with Subsection 2G, which contains some other conjectures and problems connected with the results and approach of this paper.
Sections 3 and 4 contain an application of the strategy sketched in Subsection 2E to the simplest integrable systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom known so far, viz., the continuum Ising and Federbush models. The S-matrices of these models suggest a physical picture of N particles on the line moving freely except for independent two-particle collisions, whereupon only transmission occurs and the wave function gets multiplied by an energy-independent phase factor. In this case there are no bound state channels with their ensuing "debauch of indices" and the operators U+ (which, from a mathematical point of view, may be regarded as the fundamental objects in these systems) take a particularly simple form.
More particularly, Section 3 contains results on a more general situation of N distinguishable particles. The Bethe transforms U* are found by heuristic reasoning, starting from a physical picture as mentioned above. The resulting formal operators are subsequently proved to be unitary, and to be the wave operators of a large class of dynamics. Finally, in Section 4 the sectors are pieced together into a Fock space, and a relativistic dynamics leading to the Ising and Federbush model S-matrices is constructed. Comments on the relevance of this for the construction of the field theories can be found in Subsections 2D and 2E.
INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS: AN OVERVIEW AND UNIFIED APPROACH

2A. Dejinition of Integrability
As mentioned in the Introduction, we restrict ourselves in this paper to onedimensional quantum systems with a scattering behavior. More precisely, we shall assume that the dynamics "looks like" a free comparison dynamics in the distant past and future, in the sense that wave operators exist. As we shall presently indicate, this assumption already entails that the system is integrable in the usual sense of there existing a maximal set of mutually commuting independent Hamiltonians.
We shall therefore define a much stronger notion of integrability to single out the systems that we intend to discuss in this paper. Roughly speaking, we shall use this term only for systems whose S-operator does not couple channels (no particle production and preservation of binding) and conserves the incoming momenta. As a result, integrable systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom decompose into a sequence of N-body sectors.
To make this more precise, we shall now consider (as a simple example of such an N-body sector) a system of N distinguishable particles on the line that can be described by a wave function from the Hilbert space &@ = L2(RN; dx, .** dxN), or equivalently from X = L2(RN; dk, ... dk,), where we think of the xi resp. kj as particle positions resp. momenta. Define J : % -+ 2 as Fourier transformation and set A = JAJ-l if A is an operator on Z and vice versa. We assume that the dynamics of the system is given by a self-adjoint Hamiltonian I? on 2 such that the wave operators I@* = s,-,liII exp(itit) exp(-ilj,t) (2.1) exist and are unitary. Here, we assume that the free dynamics HO is given by the multiplication operator &, ki2, so that ii, acts as minus the Laplacean on .z?. In view of what is developed below, it is useful to note that (2.1) is equivalent to existence and unitarity of the operators U* = ?-l$% exp(itit)J exp( -iHOt) (2.2) that may be regarded as the wave operators of the system in a two Hilbert space picture of the scattering with identification map J [I] . Clearly,
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We shall define this system to be integrable if and only if its S-operator s = w,w-= u,-lu~ on Z commutes with all multiplication operators A of the form
where a: is a continuous function on R. Equivalently, setting (2.6) where u E S, , the symmetric group on N objects, S acts like
Here, (2.7) k, = (kp(l) ,..-, km), (2.8) xv is the characteristic function of AI, , and the S,,(k) are measurable functions defined on MI . Note that (S')(k) need not be defined on the hyperplanes ki = k, since they have measure zero, and note that our definition of S,,,(k) is such that in physicist's notation S,,(k) = out(ko I h)in 9
kEMl. (2.9) A third equivalent way of defining integrability is as follows. Consider the Hilbert space $ = L2(ikfI ; dkl -.. dkN) @ &nt , where &&t = CNl. Then one can regard g E 2 as a set of functions {g,(k)} on MI , labeled by u ES, . Clearly, &' can be mapped isometrically onto 2 by setting so that
(2.10)
Regarding G# as a direct integral 2 N SE, &'int dk we can define the system as being integrable if and only if S = ISI-l is decomposable with respect to this direct integral, i.e., if and only if there exist measurable functions S,,(k) on MI such that C%),(k) = C SJk) g,(k). 7 (2.12) As indicated by the notation, these functions are equal to the S,, in (2.7), which can be easily verified. This third definition is important, since it can be most easily generalized, as we shall presently indicate. (The equivalence of the three definitions is a straightforward consequence of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [2] and a well-known property of constant fiber direct integrals, cf. Ref. [3, Theorem XIII, p. 841.) One would usually define the quantum system considered above as being completely integrable if there exist N independent mutually commuting operators W, H, ,..., HN}. This situation is the quantum analog of the existence of N independent Poisson commuting Hamiltonians if the system is described classically, in which case one defines the classical system as (completely) integrable [4, 51. We would like to emphasize that integrability in this sense by no means implies integrability in our sense. Indeed, the system is already integrable in the former sense if the wave operators exist and are unitary. To see this, consider, e.g., the operators H,* 3 W*A, W,* , n = I,..., N, (2.13) where A, is the multiplication operator (2.14)
Then H,* = H by virtue of the intertwining relations, so that we may take {HI+, H ,"', HN+} or {HI-, H,..., H,,,-}. However, it is to be noted that integrability in our sense does follow if one has H,+ = H,-, n = I,..., N.
(2.15)
Indeed, this is equivalent to K 4bl = 0, n = I,..., N, (2.16) from which it readily follows that S commutes with all multiplication operators (2.5). Thus the system is integrable in our sense if and only if the incoming "charges" H,-equal the outgoing "charges" H,+ for n = l,..., N.
We note in passing that a similar distinction makes sense and would be useful at the classical level. For the systems usually considered in classical mechanics integrability in the weak sense is exceptional, since these systems typically have either a compact configuration space, or a non-compact configuration space but attractive (gravitational) interparticle forces. In contrast, for particles on the line with repulsive forces the wave operators are expected to exist except on sets of measure zero, so that such systems are typically integrable in the weak sense. However, again it does not follow from this that the S-operator conserves the incoming momenta, which would be the classical analog of the integrability definition given above. For instance, the Calogero system is integrable in this strong sense [5-71, but a perturbation by additional repulsive potentials will in general only be integrable in the weak sense. Note that here too, the (analogs of the) relations (2.15) imply integrability in the strong sense.
The example we have considered so far may be considered as a prototype for an N-body sector of the quantum systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom that are known or believed to have S-operators acting only on internal variables. These systems (some of which are listed below) may be described in terms of a Hilbert space with a Fock space structure F = @",=, XN, i.e., X0 = C corresponds to the vacuum, while &, consists of N-body wave functions. In case no bound states are present, one may regard && as the analog of the space 2 in the example above. Depending on the system, the ki may be considered as momenta, rapidities, group velocities, etc., while the finite-dimensional space of internal variables Z'int contains the information regarding distinguishability, particle/antiparticle character, negative/ positive effective mass (for magnons), etc. As in the example, the dynamics leaves %$ invariant and S acts only on the fiber &?int . If bound states exist Z&t need not be finite dimensional, but one can split up JZ'int into a direct sum of finite-dimensional spaces &nt,a , corresponding to certain specified particles and bound states being present. This leads to a direct sum of spaces X& , whereupon the same situation obtains on each X& separately as in the no bound state case. Thus, also in this case the system reduces to a sequence of N-body systems.
2B. Integrable Systems with Known S-Matrices
We shall now try to make this more concrete by listing ten (classes of) quantum systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom for which explicit S-operators of this type are known or have been proposed:
1. The Ising model in the scaling limit [8] , which is a relativistic field theory of massive neutral bosons, so that Xint has dimension one.
2. The Federbush model [9, lo] , a relativistic field theory of two species of massive charged fermions, so that dim JZ'int = 4N.
3. The chiral invariant SU(n) Gross-Neveu model (n 3 2) on the unphysical sector [I 11. This is a relativistic field theory describing II massless fermions having positive or negative energy, whence dim Xint = (2n)N.
4. The quantized nonlinear Schriidinger equation restricted to the boson sector (or, equivalently, the Laplacean with a-function pair potentials on symmetric wave functions) [12- 151. This theory describes massive bosons. For one sign of the coupling constant there are no bound states, so that dim fini = 1, while the other sign leads to one bound state of n particles for any n > 1, entailing dim Zint = co.
5. The massive Thirring model on the unphysical sector . This is a field theory of fermions having positive or negative masses, in which bound states exist. (Note that the S-matrices of Ref. [16] and Refs. [17, 9. The O(n) nonlinear u-model for n > 4 [28] , which is like model 8, except that its S-matrix is qualitatively different (cf. below).
10. The (positive energy) massive Thirring model/sine-Gordon theory [29-311, which is a relativistic field theory of massive charged fermions. It has bound states for one sign of the coupling constant.
For all models listed the N-body amplitudes are built up from two-body amplitudes, corresponding to a soliton picture of the scattering. We have ordered the models in increasing complexity of the two-body amplitudes. For models l-3 they are energyindependent phase factors, for models 4-8 rational functions and for model(s) 9 meromorphic functions. For model 10 the two-body amplitudes involving bosons are meromorphic, while the other amplitudes are given by infinite products. It is not obvious to us in what region of the complex plane these products converge, but one of the amplitudes admits an integral representation that defines it as a function analytic in a strip containing the real axis [32-331. We shall now consider these models in some more detail, pointing out some common features and differences, and discussing strategies for solving them.
2C. The Bethe-Ansatz Models
Models 3-7 on our list have a dynamics that acts on an explicitly given Hilbert space having a Fock space structure 5 = @G=,, &N . Here, the space S& is a space of square-integrable wave functions depending on N positions and internal quantum numbers that depend on the model; for instance, for model 7, 2N equals the space S@ of the example system above. The spaces $N are manifestly left invariant by the dynamics (for models 3-5 and 7 this holds formally, since the dynamics first needs to be defined). For a mathematically rigorous solution of models 3-5 and 7 the admitable tour de force of Babbitt and Thomas on model 6 120-241 may serve as a paradigm, as it actually did in the work of Oxford on model 4 [15] . However, for reasons discussed below, a slightly different approach seems preferable to us. To sketch this approach we shall for simplicity assume from now on that one is dealing with a model without bound states. (To treat theories with bound states in an analogous fashion a large amount of notational machinery needs to be introduced, which would obscure the ideas.) The two main steps are:
A. Defining operators U-resp. U+ : S + @ in terms of the (suitably normalized) formal incoming and outgoing eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, and an operator J : F -+ # that is (roughly speaking) the operator to which U, reduce in the case of no interaction (for models 4 and 7 J would be Fourier transformation in the no bound state case; for the bound state case it would also contain the customary channel embedding operators of multi-channel scattering theory [I]); B. Proving that U+ are actually isometric maps from fl onto #, satisfying UJ = u-) (2.17) where S is the S-operator proposed for the model.
It is to be noted that the original Hamiltonian has not been defined yet; it has only served to define the operators Vi in terms of its formal eigenfunctions. The reason for deemphasizing the original Hamiltonian is that once steps A and B have been completed the operators U* and S can be easily shown to be the wave and scattering operators for a large class 9 of Hamiltonians B on @(in a two Hilbert space picture of the scattering with identification map J [l] ). This class 9 is the transform under U* of a class %,, of free Hamiltonians H, on 9, i.e., an element iY,, E G??',, defines a corresponding element I? E @ by "
The class '%'0 is a class of self-adjoint multiplication operators H,, commuting with S (so that in view of (2.17) the corresponding fi does not depend on whether one chooses U, or U-in (2.18)), whose precise definition depends on the model that is being dealt with. (For models 4 and 7 it would contain in particular the multiplication operator dr(k2), in which case Eq. (2.18) rigorously defines the formal Hamiltonian one started out from.) Explicit examples can be found in other sections of this paper, but at this point we shall only explain why the relations U+ = $IIJ exp(i&)J exp(-iH,,t) (2.19) easily follow for any Ho E V, and corresponding I? E @ once problems A and B have been solved. The reason is that the eigenfunctions defining the kernels of U+ are of Bethe-Ansatz type, i.e., they consist of plane waves and functions that are C* in k in the wedges M,, defined by Eq. (2.6). This results in stationary phase techniques being tailor-made to prove the relations (2.19) . In recent years, these techniques have been elevated to a "high art" by Hiirmander [34] (to quote Ref. [I] , where the results have been summarized). The point is that once problems A and B have been solved the relations (2.19) follow if one proves that llfh(t, .>I1 = IIf& -4 ed--iH,Ofll -0, t--t&~, (2.20) for f in a total set in ZN . The class g,, consists of multiplication operators H,, for which the relations (2.20) follow by a stationary phase argument: For these operators and suitable f the functions f+(t, a-) vanish in one wedge and rapidly decrease in x and
2D. The Positive Energy Relativistic Field Theories
Let us now discuss the remaining models I,2 and 8-10. These models are positive energy relativistic quantum field theories that have not yet been shown to exist in the sense of axiomatic field theory [35-371, except the sine-Gordon theory . (For models 1 and 2 work on this is in progress; partial results for these models can be found in Refs. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .)
However (as we have argued in a previous paper [45] ), if the Wightman axioms could be shown to hold and the Haag-Ruelle theory would apply, leading to the Soperators proposed for these models, then one is again in the situation described for models 3-7 above, in the sense that the Hilbert space would be a direct sum of N-body spaces left invariant by the dynamics. The question then arises whether one can construct relativistic dynamics with this property and leading to the S-operator proposed for the model at hand through wave operators that intertwine the interacting representation of the Poincart group and the free representation corresponding to the field theory. As we have explained elsewhere [45] , this may facilitate an explicit construction of the fields, since they can then be assumed to act on an explicitly given Fock space, and to transform under an explicitly given representation of the Poincart group. This is to be contrasted with the implicit construction via removal of cutoffs and application of the reconstruction theorem, which so far has only been shown to work in the superrenormalizable case [37, 46] , while models 2, 8-10 are renormalizable, but not superrenormalizable (it seems model 1 does not correspond to a Lagrangean field theory).
In a previous paper [45] we presented a scheme for a relativistic particle dynamics that leads by construction to wave operators that intertwine the free and interacting representations of the Poincare group. We studied [47] the question raised above for model 10 on our list along the lines of Subsection 2A of that paper. That is, we have attempted to construct an "effective potential" h(g) V such that the reduced Hamiltonian
would give rise to the fermion-antifermion transmission and reflection amplitudes [29] and bound state spectrum [48, 49] of the massive Thirring model with bare coupling constant g. There are several choices for V that (formally) lead to the correct Born approximation, but we could only calculate the second-order term for one of these. In this case, the transmission is still "correct" (for suitable renormalized coupling X(g)), but the reflection turns out to be different. In particular it is not crossing symmetric.
The results just discussed are not rigorous and not even completely convincing, so that further research along these lines might be of interest. However, even if one could solve this problem affirmatively on the two-body sector, it is not clear how to proceed on other sectors. In contrast, the approach we are about to sketch considers all sectors, and seems more appropriate and promising for reasons discussed in Subsections 2E and 2F.
2E. A Bethe Transform Strategy
The S-operators of all the models on the list have a product structure that corresponds to a physical picture of independent two-body collisions. For models 3-7 this corresponds to the fact that the dynamics can be regarded as a free dynamics except for special boundary conditions at the hyperplanes of coinciding particle positions, and for these models this picture is also clearly reflected in the BetheAnsatz structure of the eigenfunctions that are the kernels of the wave operators U+ . For the other models the dynamics on the physical positive energy sector is not explicitly given, so that there is no obvious choice for the formal eigenfunctions to define the dynamics rigorously as for the models 3-7.
However, the structure of the known S-operator S on the asymptotic Fock space 3 for a model in the former category and the success of the Bethe-Ansatz for a model in the latter category seems to indicate that the following problem may be solved not only for models 1 and 2 (as we show in Section 4), but also for the more interesting field theories 8-10:
Find, by hook or by crook, isometric operators U+ and a bounded operator J, mapping 9 onto another Fock space 9, with the following properties:
1. The operators U* are generalized integral operators whose kernels have a (generalized) Bethe-Ansatz structure, and are related by UJ = u-) (2.22) where S is the S-operator of the model in question; 2. The following relations hold, +liz exp(iQit)J exp(-iH,t) = Uh , (2.23) where Hf is the time translation generator of the free representation U,(a, A) of the Poincare group on F, and Eii the time translation generator of the interacting representation U,(a, A) on @:, defined by Ui(a, A) U* = U*Ut(a, rl). (2.24) (Note that oi is well defined since S is Lorentz invariant, i.e., commutes with uf(4 4.1
If one could construct Bethe transforms U* and a comparison map J as above, it seems plausible that there exists again a whole class of dynamics (containing in particular the even conserved charges of the model) for which U* and S are the wave and scattering operators. Among these dynamics the dynamics generated by fii above is singled out by physical considerations, viz., the requirement of relativistic invariance.
Recently, a number of S-operators having a structure similar to those of models l-10 were constructed, based on requirements of invariance with respect to the Poincare group and an internal symmetry group, and on imposition of crossing and "factorization" relations [50] . It seems these S-operators do not correspond to Lagrangean field theories. Here too, the fact that this highly nontrivial set of restrictions admits (almost unique) solutions leads us to believe that a bounded operator J and isometric operators U+ as above exist, whose isometry hinges on the severe restrictions that have been imposed on the scattering amplitudes. As for models 8-10, there does not seem to be an obvious choice for these operators. In particular, though the space they should be defined on is given (up to unitary maps like I in Eq. (2.10)) there does not seem to be an obvious choice for the space they should map to (in contrast to the models of Subsection 2C).
It is to be emphasized that a construction of such operators only gives an affirmative answer to the question whether a relativistic dynamics exists that leads to the S-matrix at hand. Though this is a necessary condition for the existence of a Wightman field theory leading to this S-matrix via the Haag-Ruelle theory, solving the problem above does not seem to have immediate consequences for the existence of field operators or local charges defined in terms of them. As regards local charges, this may already be seen for model 4: A rigorous definition of interacting field operators is trivial in this case once problems A and B in Subsection 2C have been solved. However, for II > 6 the conserved charges U+dr(k") U;' on @ do not admit a representation as integrals of normally ordered polynomial expressions in terms of the time zero field operators, as suggested by the classical conservation laws [51] . Moreover, though such expressions exist for IZ = 4, 5, they disagree with their classical counterparts. This has been shown by Oxford [15] , refuting a conjecture made in Ref. [52] . Similarly, for models 8-10 the classical charges have quantum analogs that can be shown to be conserved in perturbation theory (cf. Refs. [53, 541 and references given therein), but it is not at all clear that they are expressible in the nonperturbative field operators (assuming they exist). In any case, the physical significance of this property is unclear. It should also be noted that the charges do not belong to the quasilocal algebra (i.e., they have a global character), even if they admit local densities.
2F. Comparison with the Inverse Scattering Transform
Considered as classical field theories the models 4 and 10 have been shown to be integrable Hamiltonian systems in papers [51, 55-581 patterned after the pioneering work of Zakharov and Faddeev on the Korteweg-deVries equation [59] . (The results of Refs. 160, 611 indicate that this also holds for models 3, 8 and 9.) In order to compare the classical and quantum systems we shall briefly summarize these results: Through the inverse scattering formalism [62-641 one can obtain a one-one correspondence between fixed time field configurations $ for the respective wave equations and a set of scattering data for an associated linear eigenvalue problem, and these data evolve essentially linearly if the field evolves according to the nonlinear wave equation. Suitable functions of the scattering data can be used as canonical coordinates on a symplectic manifold 9 that is mapped onto @ by a canonical transformation U that is essentially the inverse scattering transform. There exists a Hamiltonian HO on S= that depends only on generalized momenta and that is such that the linear flow on 3 generated by it is mapped by U onto the nonlinear evolution on &, which can be regarded as the flow generated by a Hamiltonian Ron #. Thus one has exp(t@ U = U exp(tH,) (2.25) or, equivalently, since U is canonical tidY=H,.
Moreover, the same situation obtains for the nonlinear evolutions generated by the infinite set of polynomial charges gn, showing on one hand that all l?,, are conserved under the evolution generated by any one of them, and on the other hand that they all have the same radiation and N-soliton sectors in .@.
As we have already suggested by our notation in the preceding paragraph, the unitary operators U-and U+ for models 3-7 are in many respects the quantum analogs of the canonical transformation U. Indeed, the quantum analog of a fixed time field configuration is a vector in @, which can be written as a superposition of its N-body sector projections. The quantum-mechanical Hamiltonians g,, generate oneparameter unitary groups that leave the sectors invariant, and are simultaneously diagonalized by U* as multiplication operators H,,, on 9. Furthermore, the inverse scattering transform can be regarded as a generalization of Fourier analysis to nonlinear evolution equations [64] , while the Bethe transforms can be regarded (in view of the structure of their kernels in terms of plane waves and phase factors) as generalizations of the Fourier transformation to interacting quantum systems.
However, in order to point out and conjecture further analogies between classical and quantum integrable systems it is convenient to first signal a physical difference between the quantum operators U+ and the classical map U, viz., the fact that U, are the wave operators (2.19) for the quantum system, while U is simply a diagonalizing map that contains no immediate information concerning the scattering behavior of the classical system. Correspondingly, one should think of the quantum mechanical H,, and 9 as a free dynamics acting on a space of free particles that is being compared in the distant past and future with an interacting dynamics ti acting on # via a comparison operator J mapping 9 onto @. This operator J is in general not unitary (in particular it is not if bound state sectors occur); it is defined so as to take into account that the interacting dynamics admits freely evolving one-body states. (The reader unfamiliar with these ideas could consult Ref.
[l], where they are worked out in detail for non-relativistic multi-channel scattering, magnon scattering and the Haag-Ruelle theory.) In contrast, the classical H,, and 9 are simply canonical transforms of ti and &.
It seems very likely to us that one can cast the classical integrable systems mentioned above into a form that is the exact analog of the quantum situation. That is, it should be possible to give a formulation along the following lines: The classical manifold 9
and evolutions H,,,, are now regarded as describing freely evolving radiation and linear superpositions of freely evolving solitons. There exist two canonical transformations U-and U+ mapping 9 onto the set # of fixed time field configurations for the nonlinear wave equation in question, connected by UJ = u-) (2.27) where S is a canonical map on 9. There exists a (non-canonical) map J: F -+ @ such that exp(-tHn)J exp(tH",,) t-+foo U+ (2.28) (in a suitable topology), so that U* and S are the wave and scattering maps for all of the polynomial conserved charges tin of the theory. As a consequence the scattering map S commutes with all of the free Hamiltonians Ho,, on 3, and therefore leaves the generalized momenta invariant. This picture is at least partly borne out by results in the literature: For the nonlinear Schrbdinger equation canonical maps U* and S satisfying (2.27) exist, and S describes the scattering on 9 [65] . In the case of the Korteweg-deVries equation the thorough analysis of Ref. [66] , combined with the results of Ref. [59] , is easily seen to imply that the shifts in the soliton positions are the same for the infinite sequence of higher order flows; one only needs to replace ~~~ in Eq. (3.33) in Ref. [66] by Kr and then follow the argument given there. More generally, a similar argument presumably works for the N-soliton solutions of other wave equations, showing that on the solition sectors the same phase shifts occur for all the charges. In the case of the KdV equation the phase shifts can be easily "translated" to P, since they amount to shifting the eigenfunctions by virtue of Eq. (3.13) in Ref. [66] . Hence, the norming constants get shifted, and this leads to shifts of the generalized positions in 9. Again a similar argument should work for other equations, and presumably gives rise to a canonical map S on the soliton sectors in g', as in Ref. [65] . For the radiation the situation is much less clear, in particular as regards the choice of J in Eq. (2.28), the limit involved there, and the question whether the same scattering occurs for all the charges. (It is interesting to note that the quantum theory is simpler in this respect, since (pictorially speaking) the radiation turns into solitons upon quantization.) A further analysis of these matters seems to us of considerable interest, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
It is also of interest to consider the converse question, viz., whether a natural quantum analog of the classical map U exists. This question can be answered affirmatively for the N free particle sectors of models 4 and 5: For model 4 the space Zrnt corresponding to this sector is one-dimensional; for model 5 this dimension is 2N, but the S-operator is diagonal in the natural basis, since only transmissions occur. Therefore, there is a natural definition of the square root of S. On these sectors the operator This association is further confirmed by recent work of Thacker and Wilkinson [67] and Honerkamp et al. [68] : these authors show that a Jost function of the classical inverse scattering problem can be formally quantized so as to give rise to the Bethe eigenfunctions that constitute the kernel of U, while other Jost functions give the kernels of Ui . It seems less clear how to define a quantum analog of U for the other sectors of models 4 and 5, and for the other models on the list. We would like to close this subsection by briefly discussing one more issue, viz., the question whether the N-soliton phase shifts can arise as the scattering map of an Nparticle Hamiltonian. We have studied this for the sine-Gordon equation on the twosoliton sector [47] . If one soliton has rapidity til , and the other one rapidity f12 < til one easily verifies using the two-soliton solution [69] that the shifts are -(cash Q-l In tan h2(t9, -Q/2 resp. (cash 0,)-l In tan h2(e2 -Q/2. Formally transporting this to the two-soliton sector in the symplectic manifold g leads, up to a constant, to the same shifts of the generalized positions except that the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction factors do not occur; the generalized momenta minus constants are proportional to the rapidities. This can be seen from the results of Ref. [55] , which, unfortunately, have not been formulated in this manifestly Lorentz invariant fashion. In a previous paper [45] we studied classical dynamics that give rise to Lorentz invariant S-matrices by construction. In particular, we solved the inverse scattering problem for Hamiltonians of the form cash 8 + V(x) in Subsection 2B of that paper. It is not hard to see from the results obtained there that the sine-Gordon phase shift cannot arise as the S-matrix of a potential in the class considered there. Of course, this does not exclude that other relativistic dynamics exist leading to this phase shift. However, it is to be noted that even if the classical sine-Gordon theory could be formulated along the lines sketched above, there is no guarantee that such a Hamiltonian dynamics exists on the soliton sectors in 9, since it is unlikely that one can choose J in Eq. (2.28) to be canonical on the soliton sectors (if J were canonical, the dynamics H = f? 0 J on 3 would have the required property). This is completely analogous to the situation in the quantum case: The corresponding quantum problem discussed at the end of Subsection 2D may not have a solution if J in Eq. (2.23) cannot be chosen to be isometric. And even if J is isometric it may not be possible to write the interacting dynamics as a sum of the free dynamics and a perturbation. This is actually the case for both the continuum Ising model and the Federbush model, as we shall show in Section 4.
2G. A List of Problems and Conjectures
We have already mentioned several problems and conjectures in connection with the approach sketched above. We shall finish this section by presenting some more.
We divide this material into eight categories whose headings we shall now list for ease of reference. 01. The anisotropic infinite Heisenberg chain in its ground state representation is an integrable system in our sense; p. Its continuum limit is model 10 on our list.
Work by Dashen et al. [48] suggests that y. The limit of model 10 as y' + 0 (using their notation) and Z -+ cc (2 = the speed of light), with y'C = -8c fixed, is model 4 with negative coupling constant c (using the notation of Refs. .
oi, p and y are presumably very hard problems to prove, so it is useful to raise analogous questions that may be simpler to answer. In this vein we have considered the isotropic Heisenberg chain (model 6), for which problem 01 has been solved by Babbitt and Thomas . In this case the continuum limit can be proved to be a gas of free nonrelativistic bosons [74] . Conversely, one may ask whether integrable infinite chain systems exist whose continuum limit equals models l-5 resp. 7-10. The continuum limit and the limit in problem y we have in mind is strong convergence of the Bethe transforms U* (assuming they can be constructed), which would presumably easily imply (like in Ref. [74] ) that the dynamics converge in the strong resolvent sense. It would also imply that the "boson S-operator" of the sine-Gordon theory [3@-311 strongly converges to the S-operator of the attractive nonlinear Schrodinger equation [15] in this limit. It is straightforward to verify that this indeed happens, so that this necessary condition is satisfied. The disappearance of the soliton/antisoliton sectors for problem y in this limit would be analogous to the disappearance of the bound magnon sectors in the continuum limit of the isotropic Heisenberg chain [74] . , showing that the bound state spectrum of these theories can be formally obtained by using results for these models on the unphysical sector (i.e., models 3 and 5 on our list). There is another paper by Honerkamp and Weber [75] showing that one of Zamolodchikov's [29] model 10 scattering amplitudes may be recovered in this fashion. We ask: can this method ("third quantization" ?) be used to make an educated guess for what U* should look like?
3. Product structure of S. We have defined integrability of a system in terms of its S-operator satisfying (a generalization of) Eq. (2.12) but in all cases known to us Soperators of this type actually have a product structure, as described above. Thus, the problem arises whether this is a consequence of Eq. (2.12) and if not, to construct a counterexampie. One can also ask this question at the level of axiomatic field theory: If an S-operator of the form (2.12) results from the Haag-Ruelle theory applied to a Wightman field theory, does it necessarily have a product structure as encountered in models 1,2, S-10? An analogous question in axiomatic S-matrix theory has been answered affirmatively by Iagolnitzer [76, 771, but here one makes strong factorization assumptions on the S-matrix at the outset. As far as we know these assumptions have not been shown to follow from the Haag-Ruelle theory. However, since they hold in perturbation theory, it is plausible that the answer to the question posed is affirmative. Can this be proved?
4. Boundary conditions. The models 1-5 and 7 on our list have S-operators that admit dynamics given by differential operators whose domain consists of wave functions satisfying certain boundary conditions on the hyperplanes xi = xj in RN. (This also holds, mutatis mutandis, for model 6.) Is it possible to construct other integrable systems by specifying other boundary conditions? For instance, the operator (d/a~)~ restricted to Com(R\{O)) admits a four-parameter family of selfadjoint extensions that are specified by boundary conditions at the origin. Some of these extensions correspond to models 1,2,4 and 7. The other extensions can in principle be used to construct operators U* of Bethe-Ansatz type. Some extensions lead to transmission and reflection coefficients that do not satisfy the so-called "factorization equations" [28] , which implies there are several ways of specifying CJ* . Does the lack of factorization entail that such U+ are not isometric? 5 . Invariance principle.
The fact that U+ and S are the wave and scattering operators for a large class of dynamics is reminiscent of the well-known invariance principle for the wave operators [I], but it is not implied by it, since none of the operators H, E V0 is a function of any other one. However, from the results of the next two sections it is clear that in simple cases the operators dr(k2"), IZ = 1, 2,..., will belong to 'ZO , and the invariance principle does apply to the "arguments" of dlT Therefore, this fact seems to hint at the existence of a more general invariance principle that would, e.g., imply the following: The reader familiar with the usual invariance principle will have no trouble in formulating various versions of such a more general invariance principle (each of which may be false!) in abstract operator language. (It is also conceivable that if (2.33)-(2.34) hold only for some n > 1 it already follows that (2.35) holds for these n.) This seems an interesting problem in quantum scattering theory, whose solution might shed more light on integrable systems.
A related question is whether the wave and scattering operator invariance discussed in this paper also holds for integrable (in our sense) N-particle systems that we have not considered. For instance, in the classical Calogero model one finds that the scattering can be pictured as a sequence of billiard ball collisions, i.e., no phase shifts occur [5-71. The results of this paper lead us to conjecture that this is also true for the N -1 higher order conserved Hamiltonians. 6 . AssociatedJield theory. Suppose one has constructed an integrable N-body system with a relativistic positive energy dynamics leading to a Lorentz invariant Soperator S, . Is it possible to construct a Wightman field theory (with fields that do not necessarily correspond to fields in a formal interaction Lagrangean), whose Haag-Ruelle S-operator coincides with S, on the N-body sector? This question is in particular relevant in connection with Ref. [50] quoted above, but is also of obvious interest for models 1, 2, 8-10.
Classification.
Is it possible to classify integrable quantum systems of the type we are considering? This obvious question is presumably on the same level of difficulty as its classical analog, to which even after fifteen years only partial answers have been found . In view of our definition this amounts to characterizing the S-operators that may arise. For instance, are there N-body dynamics with S-operator ev@,@W -1)/2) (4 f nrr, n E Z)? Note that from the point of view we have sketched above, this is tantamount to asking whether isometric operators U+ exist that satisfy (2.17) and that are the wave operators of certain dynamics in the sense of Eq. (2.19). We have restricted ourselves to one-dimensional systems. There seems to be no obvious choice for a higher-dimensional generalization of the integrability definition given in Subsection 2A. However, one may ask: Are there higher-dimensional systems with analogous properties? A simple and explicit question along these lines is: Are there N-body dynamics on L2(R3N) with S-operator (-)N(N-1)/2? In this connection it is to be noted that S-operators of the latter type fail to satisfy the usual cluster properties [I, 801 known to hold (under certain assumptions) in three-dimensional nonrelativistic quantum mechanics [81] and field theory [82] . Another relevant result is the so-called Coleman-Mandula theorem [83-851, showing (roughly speaking) that symmetries of higher-dimensional field theories with sufficient interaction are always products of internal and PoincarC group charges. This last question is of particular physical importance, since there exist certain formal analogies between non-abelian gauge theories in four space-time dimensions and integrable field theories in two space-time dimensions.
AN INTEGRABLE N-PARTICLE SYSTEM ASSOCIATED WITH PURE TRANSMISSION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
As mentioned before, the continuum Ising model describes neutral bosons, while the Federbush model describes two species of charged fermions. The S-matrix for two Ising bosons is -1, while the S-matrix for two Federbush fermions is one if they are of the same species, exp(-J+) if they are of different species. The sign in the phase depends on whether the species I fermion came from the left or from the right with respect to the species II fermion and on the charges. In both cases the N-body S-matrix is a product of the N(N -1)/2 two-body S-matrices. Instead of restricting ourselves to these two models and dealing with them separately as sketched in Subsection 2E, it is in fact more convenient and illuminating to consider a more general system of N distinguishable particles in which a similar scattering occurs. This system is of some interest in its own right, and the results obtained can easily be translated to the N-body sectors of the field theories. Moreover, the proofs of the relevant results for this system are actually simpler and more transparent than their analogs for the Federbush model, and clearly bring out the general features discussed in the preceding section.
To describe the system we shall use without further comment the notation already introduced in Subsection 2A for the example discussed there. The physical picture of the scattering in our system is as follows. In the two-particle case, particles 1 and 2 move along the line till they hit each other, whereupon only transmission occurs. Their joint wave function gets multiplied by exp(i$) resp. exp(--i+) if the order (i.e., left, right) changes from 12 to 21, resp. 21 to 12. For general N the resulting N-soliton picture is then that of N(N -I)/2 independent two particle collisions, after which the wave function is multiplied by a phase exp(ik$), where k ranges where E(X) = 51 for x 2 0. In keeping with the ideas in Subsection 2E we shall now "guess" the corresponding Bethe transforms U+ , and subsequently prove them to be unitary, to satisfy (2.22), and to be equal to the wave operators for a large class of dynamics. Subsection 3A contains the physical argument leading to the expressions for U+ , Subsection 3B a precise statement of the results, and Subsection 3C the proofs.
3A. Construction of the Bethe Transforms
We want to define two (generalized) integral operators mapping &' onto 2, whose kernels U-(x, k) resp. U+(x, k) can be regarded as formal incoming resp. outgoing eigenfimctions of the dynamics that they define and whose wave operators they should be. Moreover, we would like U+(x, k) to have a Bethe-Ansatz structure, which corresponds to a physical picture of the system evolving freely in the wedges iV&, (cf. Eq. (2.6)) until a hyperplane xi = Xj in RN is reached. We shall now combine this with the scattering picture sketched above to find the kernels U&v, k).
Let us first consider U-(x, k) for k in the wedge M, . Denote the permutation (12 . . . N) -+ (N . . . 2 1) by r. Since k,,(,, > ... > kTycN) the particles were in the order 5-r(I) < ... < Tr(N) in the distant past, i.e., their positions x = (x1 ,..., xN) were in the wedge M,, . Now U-(x, k) is an incoming wave function, so that x&c) U-.(x, k) x,(k) should contain a free plane wave exp(ikx). But the particles cannot get back to M,, in the course of their evolution, since only transmissions occur. Hence we can take x7JJ-x, = exp(ikx). The particles can get to any other wedge M, while keeping their momenta, and they evolve freely in M, until a bounding hyperplane is reached. Thus one has x,&J-x, = C,, exp(ikx), where the phase factor C,, is determined by the transmissions that occur to get from MT7 to MO . To obtain C,, we note that one picks up a phase exp(i+(ki -k,)) only for those pairs i c j whose order changes in this process, i.e., such that [u-'(i) -a-'(j)][r+(i) -r+(j)] < 0. Thus, setting e,,(i,j> = N4i> -K-Wb-'Cd -p-W), (3.2) where e(x) = : for x 2 0, our argument shows that one should define U-as
Similarly, one should have xJJ+x7 = exp(ikx), since the particles will be in the wedge M, in the distant future if their momenta are in M, . In this case, the phase Co,, in xVU+x7 = C,, exp(ikx) follows from the requirement that the particles arrive without phase in going from MO to M, . As a result we define
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3B. The Results
We are now in a position to state the first theorem. Using this result we shall now define the class of dynamics for which U* and S will turn out to be the wave and scattering operators (Theorem 2). To this purpose we introduce the class F0 of free Hamiltonians of the form Wof)(k) = f h(k) f(k). Note that B is well defined since U;t are unitary and related by Eq. (3.5). We can now state the second result. (Of course, the integral here and in Eqs. (3.3)-(3.4) stands for a limit in the mean.) Note that in this case it is not necessary to use two Hilbert space scattering theory, since .7 is actually unitary. (That is, we could have formulated Theorem 2 in terms of the wave operators I@* = i7,J-l on A?'.) However, as mentioned before this will not be generally true for other models, so that we prefer the above form.
3C. The Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall show the unitarity of U,. . The proof for U-is similar. First, we prove that U+ is isometric. To this end we define 9~={foZ'IfoC,"andsuppf~M,forsomea}. where we have set so that (3.11) follows. Thus U+ is isometric, as claimed. Since U+ is isometric, its unitarity will follow if we prove that U* is isometric. To show this, we observe that for z,4 E 2 n C,,m one has . s dx exp( -ikx) x0(x) 1,4(x). (3.17) From this the isometry of U," follows by an argument analogous to the one that proved isometry of U, . Hence, U, is unitary. Equation (3.5) is an immediate consequence of the relation Clearly, we need only show that a&) -+ 0 for t + cc forf belonging to a total set. We shall prove this for fe 9, defined by Eq. (3.10). Indeed, let j-6 9 and supp jC M, , then we can write, using the definition (3. Now the phase factor is stationary if and only if x = (h'(k&.., h'(k,)) t. Hence, its L2-norm over these wedges converges to zero for t -+ cr;). But u(t, x) vanishes for x E M, , since 8,&j) = 0. Therefore lim,,, q(t) = 0, so that (3.8)+ follows. To prove (3.8)-, we proceed similarly and get again (3.20)-(3.21), but with U+ + U-, -4 -+ $ and 0,, -e,,,, . Taking t < 0, we conclude using (3.22) that we must have x E M,, for the phase to be stationary. But in this wedge the new u(t, x) vanishes, so that (3.8) follows as before. The field theory associated to the Ising model in the scaling limit has been formulated in Ref. [8] in terms of formal field operators acting on a fermion Fock space, but the field operators describe a system of neutral bosons with mass m > 0 and without bound states. Assuming one could formulate this field theory along the lines of axiomatic field theory [35-371, a description of the Haag-Ruelle theory in terms of wave operators [l] leads to an S-matrix on a boson Fock space, which can be taken to be FS = GJk,, L,2(RN; dkl ..* dk,). The S-operator obtained in Ref. [8] acts as multiplication by (-)N(N-1)/2 on the N-particle sector in PS .
To construct a relativistic dynamics with this S-matrix we shall use the results of the preceding section: Define unitary operators S, J, U, and self-adjoint operators Ho, I? on Fock spaces fl = &,, L2(RN; dk, ... dk,) and @ = OS==, L2(RN; dx, ... dxN) by letting them act on the N-particle sector (N > 0) like in Section 3 and by setting them equal to one resp. zero on the vacuum. The resulting classes of operators H,, , i? will be again denoted g,, , @. Note that H,, equals the operator that is customarily denoted by dr(h(k)).
Taking I$ = r from now on we observe that our S equals (-)N(N-1)/2 on the iv-particle sector in 9. Moreover, U* and S map the (anti-) symmetric wave functions onto themselves, so that all operators leave the fermion and boson Fock spaces contained in 9 resp. 9 invariant. (Note this is only true if 4 = rzn, 11 E Z.) We now define the following representation of the Poincare group on the oneparticle space L2(R; dk):
(U& 4 g)(k) = 6% cash a: -k sinh LY.)/,!?#'~ . exp(iu,& -iu,k) g(k cash 01 -Eh sinh LX), (4.1) where (4.2) and El, = (k2 + m2)1/z. The second quantization r( U,(a, /I)) on * will be denoted by U&I, (1) as well. Clearly, U&I, (1) is a unitary positive energy representation. We can then define an interacting representation by setting Ui(a, A) 3 UhUf(a, A) U$. (4.4) Since U, commutes with S this definition does not depend on whether one takes U+ or U-. Also, in view of the above, od(a, (1) F8 = @* . Denoting the free resp. interacting time translation generator by H, resp. fii , Theorem 2 implies that $rir exp(ip$)Jexp(-iH,t) = Ui , (4.5) so by virtue of (3.5) the operator S is the S-operator associated to the pair fii , Hf . Summarizing, we have shown that there exist a representation o*(a, /I) of the PoincarC group on & and a corresponding free representation Uf(a, A) on 9?? , such that the wave operators (4.5) exist and are unitary, and intertwine Uf(a, rl) and oi(a, (1) . The resulting S-operator is the one of the Tsing model field theory. Moreover, the operators lJ* and S are the wave and scattering operators for any pair I?, Ho in the classes 3, q0 defined above.
It is easy to see that the space translation generators Pi and Pf are equal, so that the interacting representation Ui(a, (1) is of the instant form in Dirac's terminology [86] . (Remember that A = J-lAJ.) It is also possible to construct an interacting dynamics of the point form, i.e., such that the boost generators are equal. To this end, let us regard the ki as particle rapidities, and correspondingly define a free representation U;(u, (1) on 9 as the second quantization of the one-particle representation UJ;@, 4 g)(k) = ex P( ia,,m cash k -iaIm sinh k) g(k -CY-), (4.6) where n and 01 are again connected by (4.2). Defining b:(u, A) = u*u;(a, A) u2, (4.7)
it is easy to see that the same situation obtains as in the case of U, and oi , but in this case the boost generators Li and L; are equal. In a previous paper [45] we studied a scheme for a relativistic point form dynamics. We would like to point out that on the two-particle sector the operator Hi cannot be written in a form Hi + P as considered in Subsection 2A of that paper. Indeed, the intersection of the domains of Bi and I-i;: on L2(R2; dxI dx,) consists of the zero vector, since functions in the former domain are real-analytic, while functions in the latter domain are not, as is readily seen from the definition of Urt . The same remark applies to Hyf2 and Hi112, so that one cannot have Hi = Hi + P in the sense of quadratic forms either. Note also that the same situation obtains on the N-particle sector with N > 2.
4B. The Federbush Model
The Federbush model describes a system of two species (I and II) of massive charged fermions without bound states. Hence, its asymptotic states may be described by wave functions satisfying where X is the coupling constant multiplying the interaction Lagrangean [lo] . Clearly, we can also define S by (4.9) on the Fock space 9 of wave functions satisfying (4.8), but not necessarily antisymmetric in the arguments (ki , si , Si). We can then proceed as in the Ising case to define operators J, VA , Ho, l? on the Fock spaces 9 and #, using the definitions (3.9), (3. It is straightforward to modify the p;opfs of Theorems 1 and 2 so as to obtain the analogous results for the operators on 9 we have just defined. It is also readily seen that the Vi leave th: $anti-) symmetric wave functions invariant, so that one may restrict the theory to $a . Defining Uf(a, A) on the one-particle space by (4.1) (adding s, 6 to the arguments) and subsequently defining oi(a, (1) by (4.4), one is in the same situation as in the Ising case and the comments made there are applicable here as well. In particular one can also regard the ki as particle rapidities and define ?&(a, II) and U,l(u, A) as in the Ising case, which results in a point form dynamics.
The unequal mass case is a little more complicated. First, if one regards the ki as momenta, S is no longer given by (4.9) since kI > kII no longer implies particle I is to the right of particle II in the distant future if mi # mii . (Another way of seeing this is to note that S would not commute with Lorentz boosts if it were given by (4.9) for mI # mII .) However, this difficulty does not occur if one considers the ki as rapidities, which we shall therefore do from now on. Correspondingly, we define Uda, A) as the second quantization of the operator 1) by (4.4) .jThen aninspection of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that the analogs of the statements in that theorem also hold for the operators just defined. Again, one easily verifies that Vi map th: f;ermion and boson Fock spaces onto themselves, so that one can restrict the-theory to Fa . Thus, as before, we obtain a relativistic dynamics on &a whose wave operators intertwine the interacting representation ~&z, LI) on @a with the free representation U&z, /l) on ga corresponding to the Federbush model, and whose S-matrix coincides with the Federbush S-matrix (4.9); this dynamics is singled out by invariance considerations from a large class of dynamics for which U* and S are the wave and scattering operators.
